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6. RESOURCES AS THE ÒOUTPUTÓ OF

SOCIAL BECOMING

“The reasonable man adapts himself to the world: the unreasonable one
persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends
on the unreasonable man” (George Bernard Shaw, 1903).

1. INTRODUCTION

Based on the theoretical concepts of chapter 2 and the methodological
concepts in chapter 3, many aspects of the process of the social becoming of a
company as “collective resource conduct” through time have been described
and analysed in chapters 4 and 5. Next to the objectives of introducing theory
and introducing methodology, the third objective of this research project is to
describe and analyse the social becoming of a firm’s real-life collective
resource formation processes in their territory. Efforts have been made to carry
across the complexity of these processes at Hoogovens. Causation within these
processes of social becoming is neither linear nor singular and time and
circumstances have a profound influence. However, in conveying this message
of complexity, complexity reduction as Pettigrew’s fifth quality indicator for
process research (1992, 1997) naturally remained undervalued. At the end of
the day the question that remains is: what can we learn from this complexity in
order to understand the coming into being of our resources better?

Chapter 2 elaborated on resources as both medium and outcome of the
process of social becoming. In a way a company is a collection of many
resources (both assets and capabilities) with the subsequent outcome of
resources. In chapter 5 the focus has been on the process of social becoming of
a complex collection of resources together addressed as Koninklijke Hoogovens
plc. Now we will focus more specifically on the resource outcomes of this
process of social becoming. An important way of reducing complexity is by
carefully comparing a small number of cases connected to a clear outcome
(Pettigrew, 1990). This chapter will provide this comparison.

The objective is systematically to compare resource formation processes
in order to identify the similarities and differences and the outcomes of these
processes. In order to facilitate comparison, a more simplified view is adopted
compared with that taken in chapter 5.
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The focus will be on key process discontinuities and reorientation paths
in the creation and development of Hoogovens technology resources in its steel
activity and its aluminium activity through time. There is a big difference
between the development of resources going through discontinuities and the
development of resources developing incrementally. Gary Hamel (1996:69)
puts it like this:

“Let’s admit it. Corporations around the world are reaching the limits of
incrementalism. Squeezing another penny out of costs, getting a product to
market a few weeks earlier, responding to customers’ inquiries a little bit
faster, ratcheting quality up one more notch, capturing another point of
market share - those are the obsessions of managers today. But pursuing
incremental improvements while rivals reinvent the industry is like fiddling
while Rome burns.”

This colourful quote points to one of the most important abilities emanating
from the firm: the capability to reconceive the recipe of a sector, the power of
being a “rule breaker”. On the other hand, and this has been demonstrated in
chapters 4 and 5, characteristics of the sector will infl uence the possibilities of
this reconceiving a great deal. Hamel (1996:69) argues that “we try harder” is
“depressingly futile as a strategy” but after having explored the history of the
steel sector in some cases it was the only strategy companies were able to offer.

In this chapter I will distinguish between resource creation and resource
development, which is in line with the definition of concepts in chapter 2.
Resource creation focuses on the moment in time a certain ability of the firm
was initiated. A firm’s competence, that is its ability to create new resources, is
central to this. In the distinction between resource creation and resource
development one clearly sees successive steps moving from potential ability to
actual practice. For example, Hoogovens started to accumulate knowledge
resources (intangible organisational assets) with respect to blast furnaces in
1917 by way of numerous study trips. It started creating a blast furnace (a
tangible organisational asset) in 1920 and started producing and selling iron
(i.e. the creation of an organisational capability) within the sector in 1924.
Subsequently, Hoogovens came face to face with the actual practice of iron
producing and selling in its territory in 1924.

After the successful creation of assets and capabilities, Hoogovens
developed, enhanced and improved these resources down the years step-by-step
by way of additional skills or routines, or by enlarging certain tangible assets.
Ideally, in such an resource development process every now and then the limits
of incrementalism will be reached and process innovations will emanate in order
to beat competition. However, there are examples in the steel sector where
decades have gone by without any such a discontinuity. This chapter will
provide a comparative view on the resource output of Hoogovens’ process of
social becoming coming across time, across metal, and within their territory.
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2. RESOURCE FORMATION

This section will highlight the resource outcomes of the eighty year
long process of social becoming of Hoogovens’ steel operations and aluminium
operations. It is important to keep in mind here that the resource outcome of
period 1 will be the resource input or, better put, the resource medium for the
next period. Hoogovens started as an iron company and became a steel
company in the 1930s. Steel resource formation (including iron) will therefore
first be outlined. Secondly, aluminium resource formation will be highlighted.
Some striking similarities and differences will be exposed in section 2.3,
followed up more systematically in section 3.

2.1 STEEL RESOURCE FORMATION
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the focus here will be

on the resource outcome of Hoogovens’ processes of social becoming. To be
able of doing that, it is important to have the production process of an
integrated mill in mind while discussing these resources of Hoogovens’ steel
operations. Since the steps in Hoogovens’ production process are clearly
cumulative, so are its resources. In Figure 6-1 on page 177, four production
process steps have been distinguished with their consequent resources. The
production process starts with three raw materials (iron ore, coal and limestone)
as the charge of the blast furnace. The preparation of this charge and the blast
furnace operation itself have been labelled as “iron resources”. The output of
these iron resources, liquid iron, serves as the input for the steel plant.
Subsequently, there is the steel plant where steel scrap and liquid iron are loaded
into a converter. Changing iron into steel has to do with reducing the carbon
content. In order to lower this amount of carbon content, pure oxygen is blown
into the steel converter. Resources needed for doing this have been labelled as
“steel resources”. The output of these steel resources is liquid steel.

FIGURE 6-1 HOOGOVENS STEEL RESOURCES
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Subsequently, the casting of steel whether continuous into slabs or by
way of ingot casting and subsequent slabbing have been labelled as “casting
resources”. The output of casting resources are so-called steel slabs. At the
moment, both steel resources and casting resources are linked and centre
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around the steel mill at Hoogovens. Finally, in this simplified production
process, there is hot rolling and cold rolling of these steel slabs by way of
“rolling resources” into steel strip taken place in the strip mill. For more on the
basics of iron and steel production see Chapter 4, §2. Before being able to move
on in this discussion about steel resource formation, however, it should be clear
that Hoogovens steel resources as a whole are inextricably linked by way of the
cumulative production process steps.

From chapters 4 and 5 we know that Hoogovens started with two blast
furnaces back in 1924 (iron resources). In 1939 its steel operation commenced,
which was “replaced” in 1958 by an innovation called oxygen steel (steel
resources). Also during the 1950s Hoogovens invested in an ingot-casting mill
replaced by another innovation in 1980 called continuous casting (casting
resources). Hoogovens also moved into rolling steel, again in the 1950s, when a
continuous strip mill commenced (rolling resources). In taking resources as
both medium and outcome the cumulative nature of both production process
steps and the company’s evolution through time comes to surface. The
outcome of Hoogovens’ blast furnace operation, its iron resources, form in this
sense the double foundation for further development into the steel operation
(resources): the input of past experience and the input of liquid iron.

Consequently, to become an iron and steel company several assets and
capabilities had to be created and subsequently improved by resource-
enhancing discontinuities. Examples of these discontinuities are, among others,
the upgrading of blast furnaces and the improved second hot rolling mill. Later
in time in this resource process, old assets and capabilities had to be replaced by
resource-destroying discontinuities (e.g. Tushman & Anderson, 1986).
Examples of these more fundamental discontinuities are the adoption of the
strip mill, basic oxygen steel, continuous casting and the recent decision in
favour of advanced thin-slab casting.

The above examples are all of a technological character, which is not
surprising since a steel and aluminium company resembles a high-tech process
company. This does not imply that non-technological resources are
unimportant - indeed the contrary - but it does imply that technology is the first
hurdle to overcome when becoming a company. Before being able to dominate
the complexity of producing iron or steel (humanising nature), it is not possible
to have a meaningful discussion about the resources needed to sell iron, let
alone to forecast the possible volume of sales (e.g. Sminia, 1994). Another
important reason for focusing on technological resources in this chapter is that
these are more visible and thus observable (see also chapter 3).

Tangible organisational assets, such as the aforementioned technological
installations, within the resource-based theory of the firm are not considered to
be a bearer of distinctive and sustainable competitive advantage because
“hardware” is visible and thus comparatively easy to copy (e.g. Itami, 1987). It
is also considered the easiest dimension to change (Leonard-Barton, 1995;
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Teece et al., 1997). Leonard-Barton continues to explain that this does not
mean that implementing new technological systems is easy, although they can
be purchased off the shelf. Being able to purchase technical systems off the
shelf, however, is only partly true for companies such as Hoogovens, because
adjustments for different locations, product applications and raw materials
always imply complicated and time-consuming adjustment processes.

Moreover, tangible assets should be considered as agents of interaction
between intangible assets - such as knowledge - and capabilities. Most of
Hoogovens’ activities centre around installations and it is not until there are
these kind of tangible assets that knowledge generates capability, that is to say,
the ability to do. Superior resource innovations in the steel sector of today
become the basic necessities of tomorrow. Adding this element to the chain of
cumulative resources needed paints the complex picture of competitiveness in
the steel sector. Consequently, missing out on a new innovation in one of the
four aforementioned groups of resources creates a vulnerable position for a
steel company over time.

The actual building of installations marks the specific milestones of the
strategy disjunctures of Hoogovens’ strategy path through time. For example,
the three years of studying during the foundation period of Hoogovens in order
to build the most suitable blast furnace solidified in the actual building of this
blast furnace. Moving towards the decision-point to build is therefore difficult.
This is particularly so for a steel company since once built an installation
represents not only solidified intangible assets such as knowledge but also
solidified capital and solidified flexibility and therefore a solidified strategy
path. It should be noted that the outcome of this resource process will be a
resource medium for a very long time. Or, in other words, the company is
sentenced to a long period of the strategy of “trying harder” with this long-
term resource medium (Hamel, 1996).

New installations (tangible assets) were consistently constructed along
the lines of intangible assets (e.g. knowledge) that had been gathered and advice
received. Building installations for Hoogovens has been the sole responsibility
of the building department for many decades. Because of the lengthy period of
growth and the many new installations, actually building installations has
become an organisational capability for Hoogovens - one commercially used
today in its engineering consultancy operation.

As Figure 6-7 on page 191 illustrates, these building milestones of
Hoogovens have been 1920 (no. 1 blast furnace), 1937 (the no. 1 open hearth
furnace), 1950 (the strip mill), 1956 (no. 1 oxygen steel plant), 1977 (no. 1
continuous caster) and 1997/8 (thin-slab caster). These milestones represent the
moments when intangible assets were turned into solid installations and
Hoogovens committed itself to a more specific strategic course. In the literature
of the resource-based view it is argued that a commitment to a specific strategy
path will lead to organisational capability.
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The specific moment of organisational capability formation is somewhat
obscure because it is harder to pinpoint the precise time when a capability is
created. Nevertheless, since it is generally accepted that capabilities are created
by doing (e.g. Grant, 1991), the date of commencing an installation is the time
a firm starts to develop capabilities connected with that installation.

Hoogovens’ milestones concerning organisational capability creation
(Figure 6-7 on page 191) were set in place in 1924 (blast furnace), 1939 (open
hearth steel), 1952 (strip mill), 1958 (oxygen steel), and 1980 (continuous
casting). The commencement dates as milestones of organisational capability
are, however, open to some objection, as capabilities are also created by
laboratory research, pilot-plants and external training. On several occasions
Hoogovens employees were trained by colleague firms, as in 1952 with the strip
mill at Inland Steel (US), in 1957 at Voest (Austria) for oxygen steel and in the
1970s at Nippon Steel (Japan) for training in continuous casting. However, the
organisational capability - namely the integration of individual skills together
with tangible and intangible organisational assets - can be safely connected to
the commencement date since it has been generally acknowledged by the
people interviewed that new installations always demanded substantial
adjustments compared with pilot or training set-ups.

An excellent example is the run-up to the oxygen steel plant for which
Hoogovens’ employees had been trained at Voest (Austria). Despite this
training, the steel-plant manager reported they still had many problems to face
when starting up their own installation:

“They [the Board of Management] never abandoned us; they were right behind
us, even though it would not have been easy to report month after month to
the shareholders that there still were problems [concerning oxygen steel].”1

Comparing the aforementioned three points in time (intangible asset
creation, tangible asset creation, and capability creation) with developments in
the sector in general sheds light on the relative progressiveness of Hoogovens in
its steel operation. From 1939 onwards Hoogovens was very close to new steel
sector developments. Together the aforementioned resource milestones illustrate
the resource outcome of a process of social becoming, actually becoming the
very medium for further resource formation processes. This will be further
highlighted in the consequent sections on resources below.

2.1.1 Iron Resources
As Hoogovens started producing iron in 1924 its iron resources are its

oldest. Age alone, however, does not automatically lead to superiority. On the
other hand, the combination of capital intensive assets, long life-spans and high
demand on economies of scale do make time an important factor in resource
formation processes. This is especially the case for blast furnaces since these
installations “excel” in the aforementioned characteristics leading to lock-in
effects.
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 Moreover, since blast furnaces are at the start of the production process
its demand for economies of scale also determines the (large) scale and capital
intensity for subsequent production steps. Hoogovens’ focus on iron resources,
its incessant transforming intent, a mostly limiting sector and global exposure
did in the end make Hoogovens a leader in iron resources.

FIGURE 6-2 IRON RESOURCES
IRON RESOURCES

BLAST
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From 1918 until 1945 a transformative Hoogovens was faced with
limiting and sometimes enforcing sector conditions, leading to a convergent
strategy path of consistently trying to act otherwise than the sector survival path
(see Figure 6-2). This sector blocked strategy - in the sense that Hoogovens was
not able make the strategy disjunctures it intended to make - on the one hand,
did not directly influence Hoogovens’ iron resources a lot because Hoogovens
was able to build two modern blast furnaces. On the other hand, it was due to
these blocked strategy disjunctures (like early moving into steel and rolling)
that Hoogovens invested all its effort into enhancing its iron resources. In a way
this transforming attitude of Hoogovens, though limited by the sector, might be
considered as normal to any company. Making the best of a bad situation,
however, cannot be taken for granted as turns out from a more recent history.
Sometimes a severely limiting sector - as it was the case in this period - prompts
the firm to “just wait” for better times, a situation labelled as “no” strategy
(e.g. the 1970s).

After the war there were favourable sector conditions but Hoogovens’
iron resources developed along with the sector on a convergent strategy path.
This means that although there were economic and political possibilities of
“acting otherwise”, of released strategy, Hoogovens enhanced and enlarged its
iron-producing capacity dramatically but along the same lines of the sector.
Hoogovens’ No. 1 blast furnace produced 100,000 tonnes a year whereas the
No. 7 blast furnace produces 3,000,000 tonnes a year. Although many aspects
of the blast furnace have changed in its basics the blast furnace has not.
Contrary to other steel production resources with respect to iron resources until
now there have been no resource destroying discontinuities. In 1972(!) the most
recent blast furnace (No. 7) commenced although both No. 6 and No. 7 were
revised and modernised in the 1980s.
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During the 1970s and part of the 1980s sector conditions were harsh.
Subsequently, Hoogovens experienced a relative standstill asset-wise alongside
the sector (an inertial path) but has been able to build experience and resources.
Among other things this accumulation of experience is illustrated by the fact
that Hoogovens is the champion among the pulverised coal injectors (Berry,
1996).2 Moreover, the services of Hoogovens Technical Services Ltd are sought
all over the world to repair broken-down blast furnaces.

In retrospect, it can be argued that the development of Hoogovens’ blast
furnace capability has been facilitated by the fact that there have been no
resource-destroying discontinuities in its development. In the light of the
aforementioned characteristics of blast furnaces (capital intensive, etc.) resource
enhancement is easier and less risky than new resource destroying
discontinuities. It is this dilemma which management - and especially managers
of steel companies - have to face. Emerging development along convergent
paths is preferred when faced with assets of life-spans of 40 years or more of
“trying harder”.

However, today Hoogovens is leading with its development of the
Cyclone Converter Furnace (CCF), a potential breakthrough iron-resource
innovation for the next century. Consequently, the CCF brings Hoogovens
along a reorientation strategy path, and has the potential of a strategy
disjuncture, in the future. A CCF will make the many preparation plants
currently required to prepare the charge for a blast furnace redundant. In
addition less investment capital will be needed and the required economies of
scale will drop. This and other innovations will be discussed in § 2.1.5.

Most basic to long-term resource development is the notion of
“absorptive capacity” (Cohen & Levinthal, 1989, 1990). This is a self-
reinforcing phenomenon implying:

“...prior related knowledge confers an ability to recognize the value of new
information, assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends” (1990: 128).

This is clearly visible in Hoogovens’ development of its iron resources.
From day one Hoogovens started experimenting in order to enhance and
improve the output of iron. In 1936 Hoogovens was able to produce
ferromanganese, leading the way to first-class iron resources, and the company
also emphasised the importance of study, and has continued to do in order to
establish itself on an equal footing with the steel sector. Figure 6-2 on page 181
shows Hoogovens’ iron resources as steady developing along a convergent path
for more than fifty years and along an additional 15 years of relative standstill
(an inertial path) in terms of assets. From 1984 Hoogovens is slowly moving on
a reorientation path with its CCF innovation indicating exiting times for
Hoogovens long-term iron resources. However, iron resources alone will not
make an integrated steel mill a survivor let alone a winner in the steel sector.
The second link in the resource chain is steel resources.
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2.1.2 (Oxygen) Steel Resources
Hoogovens originally planned to produce steel from the foundation of

the company. This, however, was obstructed until 1937. As mentioned before
one side-effect has been the exclusive focus on iron resources. In starting to
produce open hearth steel, Hoogovens choose for the unchallenged sector
standard of those days originating from the 1850s. In the midst of a rather
limiting sector Hoogovens took the possibility of moving downstream with
reference to its strategy path. Producing steel was a next logical step in
becoming an integrated steel mill. These new steel resources - for Hoogovens -
were confronted with numerous resource enhancing initiatives, especially
concerning process control, just like Hoogovens did with its iron resources.
During the war Hoogovens switched single-handily from gas to furnace oil, this
is considered to be a difficult move for a rather new steel producer.

When “tonnage oxygen” (oxygen in large volumes) became available
in the 1940s, Hoogovens also started experimenting with oxygen-blowing (in
order to lower carbon content) and so-called “improved” Thomas steel. When
oxygen steel became commercially available in 1950, Hoogovens was one of
the first to adopt it in 1951 for study purposes and knowledge-creation in order
to start using it for forming steel applications, thus moving on a reorientation
strategy path. In these days just after the War sector conditions became ever
more enabling. Nevertheless, it took another five years before a decision was
taken to introduce oxygen steel as Hoogovens had to upgrade the innovation
for its own applications.3

FIGURE 6-3 (OXYGEN) STEEL RESOURCES
STEEL RESOURCES
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Ever since starting to produce steel, Hoogovens focused on really
mastering it. Upgrading oxygen steel for forming steel as well as up-scaling
oxygen steel for larger volumes illustrates this incessant drive of Hoogovens.
After the decision to go ahead and the commencement of the oxygen steel plant
Hoogovens was able to develop and enhance its oxygen steel resources to the
high standard of today. Since the end-1950s new developments in the field of
oxygen steel have been incremental only. Forty years of resource enhancing
discontinuities on a convergent path and during the 1970s and early 1980s on
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an inertial path (development alongside a sector survival path) have created a
solid sector standard.

Innovative, frame-breaking change in the steel sector is very difficult.
The aforementioned forty year unchallenged sector standard of oxygen steel
and the even longer sector standard concerning iron resources demonstrate this
point. The combination of the steel sector characteristics of capital intensity,
long life spans, economies of scale and the time span between building and
commencement provide a high-risk context for resource-destroying
discontinuities. Another explanation of this difficulty is the conservatism of
both firms and customers. This highlights the cognitive or psychological - as
opposed to material - blinkers that constrain a firm to a particular strategy path,
thereby creating a competence trap in which increases in capability create
alternatives that are ever more difficult to contemplate. In other words, the better
a company gets, the more difficult it becomes to change. These blinkers or
myopia are of profound significance for the development of resources in a firm
because:

“This positive reinforcement of activities in the current domain in which
returns are relatively certain and favorable trends to drive out the search for
alternative bases of action” (Levinthal & Myatt, 1994).

The development or evolution of the resources of steel companies in
general, and Hoogovens in particular, resembles a batch of organisational
capability which, without interference emanating from the firm, will over time
turn into a batch of organisational rigidity - a rigidity also long embraced and
stimulated by faithful customers (Bower & Christensen, 1995). In Hoogovens’
history the latter is aptly illustrated by the basic oxygen steel case in which
customers “encouraged” Hoogovens to keep to its open hearth steel roots.
Levinthal (1994), pointing to the reverse of innovative change, shows a different
side of self-reinforcing mechanisms.

“As a result, the inability of an established firm to respond to changes in its
environment need not reflect a lack of adaptation but, in some sense may be
interpreted as resulting from having adapted too well to prior environments”
(1994:168)

An example of becoming too well adapted will be illustrated in the next section
where we will see Hoogovens’ difficulties in letting go of a very old superior
capability.

2.1.3 (Continuous) Casting Resources
Just as with its steel strip mill resources (see § 2.1.4) Hoogovens

developed casting and, subsequently, slabbing resources along American lines.
First, it used ingot-casting to produce deforming (rimmed) steel. However, ever
since 1955, Hoogovens has been studying the continuous casting of steel -
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although this did not become a possibility for Hoogovens until Nippon Steel
improved this innovation substantially in 1972.

As Figure 6-4 indicates the start of Hoogovens’ casting resources took
place in the 1950s. During the 1960s Hoogovens developed superior casting
and slabbing resources by way of many resource enhancing discontinuities. At
the end of the 1960s Hoogovens built the world’s largest slabbing mill. As will
become evident in this section this “world record” was a questionable honour
since continuous casting, a resource destroying innovation was just around the
corner.

FIGURE 6-4 (CONTINUOUS) CASTING RESOURCES
CASTING RESOURCES
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Tangible organisational asset development is clearly intermittent and in
the steel sector intermittent in large steps, but the way in which Hoogovens built
these assets developed over time into a typical style. To be able to explain this
typical style and to shed light on its casting resources development, we need to
take a look at Hoogovens’ historical tradition.

At the start of the 1950s, Hoogovens was able to build a cold rolling
mill producing both steel strip and can stock. This highly unusual combination
was prompted by the amount of capital available.4 However, as soon as more
capital became available - from the end of the 1950s - Hoogovens started
building more dedicated installations for one product category, and its building
style started to reflect the higher cash flow.

Someone characterised this as a “Russian style,” meaning extremely
big and solid and an exceptional back-up for every possible supply.

“Solid building everywhere, many back-ups: built by mechanical engineers
and crane builders who built with 50, sometimes 100% fall-back. That is why
our installations endure so well: take a look at the old steel mill of 1958 -
still going strong; it is a veteran, almost 40 years old.”5

Most of Hoogovens tangible assets built in the 1950s were still capable of
production for many years, but most of them were replaced by larger scale
successors. Hoogovens could have earned more money in those early days by
building less solidly, but the long term was Hoogovens’ main driving force. By
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choosing the right options (ex post rationalisation) this long run supplied
Hoogovens’ prosperity.

However, dealing with capital assets for more than 40 years implies a
very special way of managing resources. The organisational assets are fully
written off after 15 years but are used for production for more than twice as
long. The question that remains is when will the tough decision be taken to
replace a perhaps old though smoothly working expensive machine by an even
more expensive machine.

The timing of replacement is key to the survival of a steel company, and
the moment of replacement is the moment a steel company changes
fundamentally. This has also been highlighted by Tang (1988) in explaining
the problem of an escalating commitment in sectors where process technologies
are continually progressing. Vintage models of technological change recognise
economic forces in adopting process innovations, such as sunk cost and the
revenues from new technology (Tang & Zannetos, 1992).

We will now return to this section subject of casting resources
development, because the decision by Hoogovens to build a continuous caster is
an outstanding and highly insightful one in this respect. Hoogovens postponed
this decision, partly because of sluggish economic conditions, until 1977, which
was almost too late - although many Hoogovens managers argue today that they
never regretted waiting that long.

In the 1970s, Hoogovens’ by then rigidity in the slabbing field was kept
in place by Hoogovens’ predominant economic orientation (e.g. sunk cost and
revenues) and faithfulness to old capabilities (e.g. the world’s largest slabbing
mill) and in the end by sluggish economic conditions. But even in 1977
economic calculations did not show a sufficient return on investment. However,
the anticipated feedforward effect of the sector with respect to continuous
casting as opposed to the feedback from their own economic reasoning
persuaded the Hoogovens management to take the decision anyway (e.g.
Levinthal & Myatt, 1994).

Looking at sector developments, Hoogovens decided to go for the
continuous strip mill and basic oxygen steel and Hoogovens was forced to go
for continuous casting.

Not investing in new installations can be lethal for a steel company. The
US-integrated mills’ failure to invest in modern installations during the 1950s
and 1960s became fatal for their competitive position. From a commercial point
of view this was legitimate, because their installations were not bombed during
the War and so were still functioning well. But they did miss out on new
innovations for too long. It is in these development processes that managerial
discretion becomes apparent.

Recently, Hoogovens decided to invest in advanced thin-slab casting (a
combination of casting and rolling resources) as it considers this development
to be the future for the steel sector (see §2.1.5). With this innovation Hoogovens
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- contrary to the continuous casting innovation - now moves along a
reorientation strategy path concerning its casting resources.

2.1.4 Hot & Cold Rolling Resources
At the foundation of Hoogovens the Netherlands did not have a steel

tradition that in any way facilitated this thinking. The initial broad vision led
Hoogovens along an American line of development. This was re-emphasised
clearly in the 1930s with the open hearth furnace, and in the 1950s with the
continuous strip mill. When, in 1946, the research and development department
was founded, it continued and formalised what was already happening in the
firm.

In a sense, the American focus was based on coincidence because of the
appointment of a mechanical engineer. However, this fails to give credit to the
open-mindedness of the Hoogovens management and the continuous search for
the best practice in the world. Looking at Hoogovens history, probably the most
important individual in terms of influence on technological development was
Drijver. From the 1930s until his retirement in 1969, his name was central to
every new development. This was also confirmed in all the interviews and on
countless other occasions. This relation with (although not dependence on)
individuals is emphasised here, because the literature on strategy is either
depersonalised to an extent that strategy happens without or almost without
people or connects success completely to one individual. Here, some middle
ground is covered, emphasising the personal involvement of certain individuals
as representatives of others (see chapter 2, §4.1.2).

The interaction between firm and sector reveals interesting aspects
concerning the role of management. When the first publications concerning the
continuous strip mill were received in the Hoogovens library in 1939 (at sector
prompting) it was the reaction of Hoogovens (in the person of Drijver) which
made this meaningful and influential. As Figure 6-7 on page 191 illustrates,
ever since the steel sector introduced the continuous strip mill around 1939,
Hoogovens has kept close track of every new innovation in the sector.
Moreover, Hoogovens started to develop research and development resources
itself after World War II so to be able to innovate6.

As a consequence, the start of (continuous) rolling resources went along
a reorientation strategy path (see Figure 6-5) because the continuous strip mill
was based on new technology as well as serving an entirely new market (namely
mass consumption). Chapter 5 has discussed this move rather extensively, but an
important point to be stressed concerning resources is the fact that timing was
crucial to this innovation. Just after the War many strip mills were built in a
reasonable short time. The fact that Hoogovens developed a vision about the
semi-continuous strip mill already during the War prepared them to act when
the possibility came.

During the 1960s and 1970s Hoogovens developed along a convergent
path with the sector. In 1966 Hoogovens built a second strip mill ultra-modern
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and very big but along identical lines as number 1. During the 1980s and early
1990s, having been prompted by fierce sector conditions, Hoogovens had to cut
costs dramatically by, among other things, closing its No. 1 strip mill. The
recent decision in favour of advanced thin-slab casting and rolling ushered in
the beginning of a new age for the combination of casting and rolling, leading
Hoogovens to a reorientation path of a resource-destroying discontinuity (see
next section).

FIGURE 6-5 HOT & COLD ROLLING RESOURCES
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2.1.5 Innovations
In a way the steel sector practically determined the route for survival for

the first half of this century. A proper steel company needed to consist of
preparation plants (coke plant, sinter plant, etc.), blast furnaces, an open hearth
(and later a basic oxygen) steel mill, a slabbing mill, and a continuous strip mill
(hot rolled and cold rolled). Moreover, a steel company needed to produce
large volumes in order to operate at low cost.

In retrospect, the development of an integrated steel (strip) mill sector
survival path within the steel sector has been rather simple. Producing steel strip
became possible from around 1939. Since the 1950s, basic oxygen steel started
to replace open hearth steel (although it took another ten years before open
hearth steel became a burden to the company). Since the end of the 1960s,
continuous casting became ever more acceptable too and, after another ten
years, was demanded by customers.

There were therefore three discontinuities during the past 50 years,
while some other discontinuities are in the making. Research has demonstrated
that organisations that initiate these major technological innovations will have
higher growth rates than other firms in the sector (Tushman & Anderson,
1986). The opposite to this conclusion, however, reflects the opinion of most of
the Hoogovens’ people interviewed and this opinion has been substantiated over
the years by historical examples of innovative and inventive companies. Hence
the Hoogovens long-term slogan of being “best second”.

A typical innovative company in oxygen steel and also in continuous
casting is the Austrian company Voest (the 38th largest company in the world).
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During the interviews this company was pointed to as a “typical” example of
companies being highly innovative and having to pay the price for it. On the
other hand, Japanese Nippon Steel also has been leading in innovations
(continuous casting) since the 1970s and is the no. 1 company in the world.
However, the impression that being first could be damaging if not fatal is deeply
rooted in Hoogovens’ view of the steel sector.

The role of the steel sector in resource formation is important, not only
in encouraging or enforcing most other steel companies to invest in certain new
process innovations, but also in creating sector standards. These are important
because of the different certification processes available (Lloyds, etc.) and
because of the aforementioned conservatism of steel customers.

One of the main problems for oxygen steel, for example, has been to
convince customers that changing to oxygen steel was a good move. This
process of acceptance took many years. Of course, once it had been accepted,
open hearth steel was no longer acceptable to these customers.

FIGURE 6-6 HOOGOVENS FUTURE STEEL RESOURCES
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Technological developments move across the globe very rapidly and it
depends on the joint acceptance and interaction among firms and customers
which of these “elegant” developments either become relevant or imperative or
remain elegant. However, Hoogovens has to guess-timate which developments
enhance their strategy path or which developments have to be adopted and
which strategy disjunctures have to be made.

During the 1970s Hoogovens did not decrease its R&D investments (as
opposed to many other firms) and in the 1980s Hoogovens started for the first
time in its history to study and develop a potential “resource-destroying”
discontinuity: the cyclone converter furnace (Meijer et al. 1996). At the
moment this innovation is in the difficult phase of scaling-up. An important
enhancing discontinuity in this period was pulverised-coal injection in
Hoogovens’ blast furnaces enabling it to produce more iron with two blast
furnaces than with three before this innovation (Berry, 1996). Standing out is
the cross-pollination among the many technological developments of
companies in the steel sector.
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As Mr. Berry (editor of New Steel) has stated: “It’s an exciting time to
be in the steel industry”, referring to the many different developments that are
transforming the steel sector. Hoogovens’ early adoption7 of pulverised-coal
injection into blast furnaces led to a contest in the steel sector with respect to:

“how quickly they [integrated mills of Japan, Europe, and the US] can
implement pulverized-coal injection (PCI)” (Berry, 1996:75).

The recent decision by Hoogovens in favour of advanced thin-slab
casting and the company’s continued development of the cyclone converter
furnace are clear evidence of Hoogovens’ new transformative intent within the
steel sector. The future of the resources of Hoogovens compared to Figure 6-1
Hoogovens Steel Resources) is portrayed in Figure 6-6. Hoogovens future steel
resources will be more integrated, reducing the number of process steps from
four to two. This will not only mean a lower cost price but will also reduce the
necessary scale of an integrated steel mill to perhaps 50% of what it is today.

Technologists and sales people alike (!) see technology as a means of
producing high-quality products, although their respective valuation of
technology is probably different. Moving technology and strategy together in
order to utilise this combination for the market is still too advanced, it seems.
Like any other integration process, the genuine integration of technology and
strategy, as has been called for by many industry specialists (e.g. Younger,
1993; Barnett, 1994), is a difficult step which is closely connected to the long-
term development of tangible assets. This has to do with being willing and able
to destroy old development processes and to start new ones (e.g. Tushman &
Anderson, 1986).

2.2 ALUMINIUM RESOURCE FORMATION
The start of Hoogovens’ aluminium resource formation process stems

from 1961, 45 years after the start of Hoogovens’ steel resources. Three
important milestones on Hoogovens strategy path may be distinguished:
primary aluminium, the no. 1 strip mill and the no. 2 strip mill. Formally, the
latter milestone should not be included in this section on resource creation
because strip mill resources were already available. However, the acquisition of
the no. 2 strip mill represented such a major step - in terms of organisational
assets and organisational capability - for the aluminium operations that it has
been included. What is interesting about acquisitions is that the moment of
formation of intangible assets, tangible assets and organisational capability,
from the perspective of the Hoogovens’ Board of Management, is simultaneous.

In Figure 6-8 on page 192, three production process steps have been
distinguished with their consequent resources. The production process starts
with the raw material alumina. This and the potline operation have been labelled
as primary aluminium resources. The second step, the alloying and the casting
of aluminium, whether continuous or not, has been labelled as casting resources.
Finally, in this simplified production process, there is hot rolling and cold
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rolling of directly chilled  (DC) slabs into aluminium strip taken place in strip
mill one and two.

FIGURE 6-7 STEEL VERSUS ALUMINIUM RESOURCE FORMATION
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In a way the aluminium sector has not influenced the (technological)
formation of Hoogovens aluminium operation very much. All the innovations
had been in existence for a long time and were not induced by the sector in the
way that it forced Hoogovens into making a strategic choice. Hoogovens’
strategy path concerning aluminium has been a straight line involving two
qualitative steps (primary aluminium and rolling mills) and one quantitative step
(Kaiser’s strip mill). Figure 6-7 on page 191 illustrates the large time-difference
between resource formation at Hoogovens Aluminium and resource formation
in the sector.

On the other hand, Hoogovens was forced to sign a know-how contract
in order to obtain the initial knowledge, as it was not readily available in this
tight-lipped sector. Furthermore, it had to sign a deal involving an oil and gas
drilling operation just to be able to get hold of raw material for its aluminium
operation (the Kimberley project, see chapter 5, §3.4).

FIGURE 6-8 HOOGOVENS ALUMINIUM RESOURCES
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2.2.1 Primary Aluminium Resources
The first step in resource formation of aluminium - primary aluminium

- is in line with the Hoogovens’ tradition of studying as described above. In
1954 the minutes of the board of directors make note of interest in aluminium
on the part of both the managing director and the Hoogovens technologist. The
study of aluminium was initiated by an opportunity to participate in a Kaiser
aluminium project in the Netherlands. This project did not succeed. It did,
however, promote Hoogovens’ familiarity with the aluminium sector.

The next opportunity together with the Dutch company Billiton in 1962
did succeed and Hoogovens (and Billiton) started a study project to build an
aluminium plant. Because there was not enough knowledge freely available in
the aluminium sector Alusuisse joined the project in order to supply the
technological knowledge and capability.

The building of the primary aluminium plant in 1964 was not a
responsibility of Hoogovens’ (steel) building department but was placed under
the close control of Alusuisse in line with the know-how contract.

“The building department had to accept many absurdities from their point of
view... However, they had only to touch it and the know-how guarantee
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would expire. So, there have been many compromises in terms of
Hoogovens’ way of building.”8

FIGURE 6-9 PRIMARY ALUMINIUM RESOURCES
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It transpired that the know-how contract with Alusuisse for the creation of the
primary aluminium plant in the 1960s did not guarantee a smooth start-up. The
oldest aluminium company in the world, Alusuisse (1888) had not been able to
combine software (intangible assets) and hardware (tangible assets) in order to
produce (capability). This is not a critical observation but a comment about a
typical feature of these complex technological processes.

One of the complexity factors represented the training of 700 workers
who had never worked in aluminium before. Another factor - in a different
category - proved to be the lack of tact on the party of the first technology
officer at Alusuisse. The integration of intangible assets (knowledge) and
aluminium plant into capability subsequently needed more time than expected.9

For Hoogovens new knowledge development remained out of reach at
that time mostly because of the extreme closeness of the sector:

“When we entered the market was an extremely closed sector. There was
Péchiney, Alcoa, etc. and there was Alusuisse and they were ready to kill each
other when it came to company secrets. There was no entry whatsoever!”10

It comes to show that the aluminium sector in these days is limiting in terms of
information and knowledge as opposed to limiting in terms of economics, etc.
When aluminium became a more scientific field of study, i.e. public scientific
knowledge concerning the aluminium process became available (“you were
able to learn it besides watching the master do it”), the sector became more
open and Hoogovens was able to visit the major aluminium smelters in the
world.

In those days it also became evident that Péchiney was leading in a new,
more efficient and adaptable design. However, this knowledge did not solidify
into tangible organisational assets since aluminium smelters have a life-span of
more than 30 years. As mentioned before, tangible asset development within
Hoogovens Aluminium is almost entirely by way of intermittent acquisition.
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Consequently, no building tradition has developed within the aluminium
operation.

The development of resources within the aluminium operation is
characterised by an initial focus on primary aluminium of six years (apart from
the acquisition of a few minor processing firms and a mining project). At
corporate (staff) level, resource development was initiated mostly in terms of the
evaluation of acquisition possibilities. Hoogovens’ intention was to buy
numerous processing firms. This turned out to be rather difficult due to the
high level of integration in the aluminium sector. Hoogovens was therefore
forced into conformity with the sector’s “will”. During the 1970s, this
amounted to an almost complete standstill in terms of development.

Since both primary aluminium and strip mills function rather
independently, organisational capability development has been local too.
Primary aluminium development has been completely incremental based on the
original improved smelter technology from Alusuisse of the 1960s. The limits
of incrementalism have been reached and in ten years from now, this operation
will be closed down. In high-priced energy countries such as the Netherlands
state of the art primary aluminium smelters are not feasible. And projects for
new smelter technological “breakthrough” innovations which would make this
possible are not available either.

2.2.2 Casting & Alloy Resources
Since the early 1960s, slab and strip casting has been possible and

accepted in the aluminium sector giving rise to minimills producing small
volumes (7000 tons) of certain alloys.i Because there are many alloys (there is
no “pure” aluminium application) the aluminium sector is used to small
batches. Consequently, these strip caster installations are suitable not only for
minimills but also for integrated mills producing a batch of 7000 tonnes of a
certain alloy.

The higher the number of special alloys of a strip mill the more
appropriate conventional hot and cold rolling (see next section) will be because
of its flexibility for small batch-sizes. Hoogovens’ strip mill in Koblenz active
in the field of aircraft manufacture is highly specialised. The strip mill in Sidal,
on the other hand, is less specialised and, as a consequence, endures ever more
competition from minimills in the aluminium sector.

However, until now the aluminium sector has exerted a less dominant
influence in determining the survival path than the steel sector. The
development of Hoogovens casting and alloy resources moved along an
incremental inertial and convergent strategy path alongside the sector and until
now never along a reorientation path. Hoogovens did, however, develop some
special alloys for automobile body panels, exceptionally strong sheet material

                                                
i Strip casting, or near net shape casting, in the flat product steel sector is still problematic and perhaps not
possible - in terms of quality strip - for decades to come.
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for aircrafts and ship’s plate, etc. Because of the small batch size, however,
Hoogovens casting resources in aluminium have been limited to continuous slab
casting.

FIGURE 6-10 CASTING & ALLOY RESOURCES
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In considering the rapid development of casting resources in the
aluminium sector of Golden Aluminium and Kaiser for example, the Sidal
Rolling mill of Hoogovens will have to conform to the sector in the near future.
Since the Sidal Rolling mill is reaching its limits of incremental development its
position is ever more difficult to hold.

2.2.3 Hot & Cold Rolling Resources
The last two tangible asset-creating projects were acquisitions, as

mentioned above, and were not built by Hoogovens. Consequently, Hoogovens
never really built aluminium plants (apart from expanding the primary
aluminium plant).

The second phase in the resource-formation process for aluminium was
the takeover (initially partial and later complete) of an existing firm (Sidal) in
1970, and the third resource phase was also an acquisition. The Sidal operation
of Hoogovens Aluminium in 1970 has remained a rather separate activity until
the present day, just like the 1987 takeover of Kaiser Europe.

The Sidal strip mill in Belgium was active in 89 countries when it was
partly acquired in 1970. At the time, the technological state of the company was
uncertain. In 1976 a cold rolling mill came into operation and another ultra-
modern cold rolling mill was added in 1986 in order to follow the market trend
(a convergent path) to thinner rolled aluminium products.

The latter cold rolling mill was a result of a change in strategy. In 1983,
Hoogovens decided to take an “active follower approach” towards aluminium.
This was a type of strategy developed in the 1930s in the steel operation, often
addressed as “best second” approach. The German strip mill, acquired from
Kaiser Aluminium in 1987, fitted comfortably into this strategy. This was
especially the case for its aluminium sheet for the aircraft industry.

The organisational capability “formation” when buying a firm, or part
of a firm, is naturally rather instant and normally without many problems.
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Integrating this organisational capability within the rest of the organisation,
however, is very complex.

FIGURE 6-11 HOT & COLD ROLLING RESOURCES
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After Hoogovens acquired a part of Sidal it was unable to use its
knowledge and capability of steel-rolling until well in the 1980s, which was a
political problem.

“Due to the ‘Netherlandish’ obstinacy of the Belgians - because they simply
didn’t want to, since we didn’t know anything about aluminium rolling
anyway...”11

In the 1980s new management took charge, since when the exchange of steel
and aluminium rolling knowledge has improved. Knowledge development in
Hoogovens aluminium, however, is complex due to the many locations.

However, since 1989, and especially since 1992, greater effort has been
invested in upgrading aluminium intangible assets (knowledge), especially with
regard to process technology.12 Nowadays, Hoogovens’ corporate research and
development department is fully integrated in terms of both the steel and the
aluminium activities. Viewed from a resource-based perspective this integration
is very much needed to enhance the “cross-pollination” of resources.

The resource formation of Hoogovens Aluminium is generally along
sector lines with no resource-destroying discontinuities at all. Meanwhile, in the
aluminium sector, especially on the minimill sector survival path, there is
evidence of several technological breakthroughs. Until now, Hoogovens could
get away with convergent development only. Without doubt this will not
continue in the future. As mentioned before, resource formation in the
Hoogovens aluminium operation is based on acquired operations remaining
relatively independent in relation to the corporate levelii . Consequently,
aluminium resource development remained relatively distant from the corporate
level as well.

The aluminium sector’s influence on Hoogovens’ resource formation is
an interesting one. Hoogovens’ initial use of well accepted technology and its
                                                
ii Another implication of this more distant position of the aluminium operation (as mentioned in chapter 1)
resembles the researcher’s lower level of understanding concerning specifics of aluminium capabilities.
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consequent convergent development made Hoogovens a small and mediocre
player in the market. Only after it decided to move closer to the sector (by way
of a very modern cold rolling mill and the acquisition of Kaiser) did it become
a more important player in the European market (and in some areas a global
player). At the moment the aluminium operation is still in the middle of this
transition. The fact that it is closer to the sector, and to the steel operation in
terms of strategy, paints a more interesting for the future. Something that
cannot be said about the history of Hoogovens aluminium resources.

2.3 CONCLUSIONS
Resource formation is by nature an initiating activity. Insights from

business literature refer to the profound impact of initiating activities on path
dynamics (Stinchcombe, 1965; Levinthal, 1995). In a way, the description of
multiple creation processes amounts to a path of resource formation. This
compilation of processes may be compared with taking a number of snapshots
and trying to watch these few pictures as if they were a movie, whereas the real
movie is the actual development process.

Capitalising on the time and effort spent on resource creation alone, the
aluminium process of acquisition is appealing to a modern-day ideal of speed
and flexibility of expansion. By capitalising on resource impact and the ability
to create new resources - which is what core competence is about - the good
old-fashioned approach might be more interesting.

In exposing similarities and differences between the steel and
aluminium resource-formation processes at Hoogovens, there are some
interesting points to make. Besides the fact that the steel-creation processes have
a longer history, there are similarities and, more particularly, differences in the
way of creating resources.

The similarities predominantly concern the content of resource creation.
Besides the very obvious similarity of both being a metal (and hence the
production methods), there turn out to be some similarities at the sector level, or
sector survival paths.

The many differences between steel and aluminium resource formation
in Hoogovens might explain some of the differences in the strategy paths of the
two. Hoogovens’ steel operation initially had to go through 30 difficult years
before reaching a 25 year period of growth. Aluminium started with 10 years of
growth before entering almost 20 years of hardship. These differences,
combined with a different way of creating resources, had a great impact on
Hoogovens’ resource formation.

The cumulative production process steps of Hoogovens steel operation
are closely integrated in terms of long-term strategy and technology
development. This contrasts the rather autonomous aluminium business units in
spite of an identical cumulative and comparative nature.

Hoogovens’ steel operations during the 1920s moved along an
convergent path towards the sector-standard of those days (i.e. an integrated
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mill). When this was achieved during the 1930s, it developed further along
several reorientation paths (1949-1971). During this long period it developed
the ability to create new resources. Since the 1990s, this ability has brought
Hoogovens onto a reorientation path aimed at changing the sector. Hoogovens’
aluminium operation, on the other hand, moved along a convergent and
sometimes inertial path and is, until now, not able to influence the sector.

3. A COMPARATIVE VIEW

This section provides a comparative view of the social becoming of
Hoogovens’ resources in their territory as discussed in chapters four to six.
Pettigrew (1997) suggests sticking to a small number of cases and linking these
to clear outcomes in order to provide an illuminating comparative element in a
research project. Although this research project capitalises only on one case -
Koninklijke Hoogovens plc - it does involve nine episodes of social becoming
through time and across two metals. The objective of this comparative view is to
enlarge insights into the processes of social becoming by systematically
comparing these processes. First, the focus will be on comparisons across metal,
such as the specifics of Hoogovens steel formation and Hoogovens aluminium
formation. Second, a view across time will be provided as to compare the
various episodes of social becoming.

3.1 CROSS-METAL COMPARISON
Many if not most of the similarities in the resource formation of

aluminium and steel are based on the comparability of these metals. Basically,
from the moment you have slabs of aluminium and steel the subsequent
processes are identical. Naturally, there are differences in melting point, specific
gravity and the energy needed for rolling, but the basics (the chemical and
mechanical engineering) share common ground. Also, many applications of
steel and aluminium are identical (cans, cars, construction, etc.). Moreover, for
Hoogovens, the increasing joint application of steel and aluminium in products
(such as cars) is the foundation of their two metal philosophy. To that end
corporate research and development in steel and aluminium have been
completely integrated (e.g. research on production, physical metallurgy, rolling
processing and coating technology, and product application).

Since the 1980s a convergent process between the steel strategy path
and aluminium strategy path has been under way, joining together Hoogovens’
strategy paths. Undoubtedly, this will increase the common ground for resource
formation, adding to Hoogovens’ philosophy of the best of both metals.

3.1.1 The Start-up
An important difference in resource formation between steel and

aluminium is the very reason why these resources were developed. These
differences stem from the area of initial conditions. From the foundation of
Hoogovens in 1918, the “grand vision” has been that of becoming an iron and
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steel company for the Netherlands, and the management was committed to
achieving this vision. First, it had to be able to produce iron and steel like other
firms in the sector, but when this vision had been achieved to a certain extent in
the 1950s, it was clear that Hoogovens had to grow in order to sustain the vision.
In the end, Hoogovens was able to move beyond generally accepted practice
and develop on a reorientation path. As such there has always been a
compelling perspective guiding the company in this core activity.

This contrasts sharply with the “small vision” guiding the aluminium
operation, which included investing surplus money and spreading risks. Until
1983 (and in terms of scale until 1987) aluminium was among Hoogovens’
“other activities” next to its main activity: steel. It was only after the aluminium
operation became part of a larger vision (becoming a two-metal company) that
it started developing along more dominant lines. After all the analyses of the
company’s history the difference of vision is one of the most striking
distinctions between steel and aluminium. In trying to answer the question in
what way do a firm’s resources emanate from the firm, the vision of the firm, its
motives of creating resources, proofs to be very important in Hoogovens’
history.

3.1.2 Formation
Figure 6-7 shows an interesting formation pattern of Hoogovens’ steel

and aluminium operation. Becoming an iron and steel producer in the early
days, Hoogovens took well-established sector technologies (blast furnace and
open hearth furnace). The primary aluminium process of becoming developed
along an identical path (primary aluminium). Clear differences in terms of
formation between steel and aluminium appear from the strip mill adoption and
further on. The invention of the steel strip mill in the steel sector and the
“adoption” of this by Hoogovens in terms of research and development are
close together (compare Figure 6-7’s columns of sector and intangible asset).
Ever since the strip mill Hoogovens remained on top of new steel sector
developments. The often mentioned “best second approach” of Hoogovens’
steel operation illustrates this close connection between Hoogovens and the steel
sector. This is not the case for aluminium. Concerning aluminium resource
formation acquisitions formed the basis for most of the principal resources. The
buying instead of building approach has clear influence on the relationship
between Hoogovens’ aluminium operation and the aluminium sector.

Within steel decisions to develop (steel) resources have been preceded
by intensive integrative studies directed at the long-range development of an
iron and steel company. It was also a step-by-step process interspersed by long
periods of focus and learning before the next step was taken. Consequently,
each process step is known in full detail. Clearly this was not the case for the
aluminium operation.

Also, those who guided the formation of resources are different for steel
and aluminium. Naturally the Board of Management initiated both operations.
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However, the Board of Management remained deeply involved in the steel
operation. Moreover, during the early period it was the managing director who
directed the entire operation of resource creation. This was not so for the
aluminium operation. When the project was initiated it was managed at arm’s
length by middle management. As mentioned before, aluminium became part
of the corporate view after 1983 and especially after 1987.

One of the very basic circumstances concerning resource formation is
the physical location. The steel operation has evolved in a single location -
which, being a process industry, is clearly more efficient than having diverse
locations. Seen not only from the perspective of transportation but also from
that of integration and mutual adjustment among the different chains in the
process, aluminium is located in four places. Its two smelters are located at
Delfzijl (in the extreme north of the Netherlands) and at Voerde (Germany).
Hoogovens Aluminium rolling mills are situated in Duffel (Belgium) and
Koblenz (Germany). It takes much more time to co-ordinate and integrate
innovation efforts at several locations than at one location.

This section highlights several indicators of resource formation.
Hoogovens built its steel operation, whereas it bought its aluminium operation.
Hoogovens had an eye for long-term development with reference to its steel
operation whereas its aluminium operation was development along
opportunities. The steel operation was initiated and developed by top
management; Aluminium was only initiated by top management. And finally,
Hoogovens’ steel operation is closely knit and integrated on a single location
whereas the aluminium operation has many locations. In comparing the history
of Hoogovens Steel with Hoogovens Aluminium it is demonstrated that better
resources emanate from the firm if there is an emphasis on building instead of
buying, long-term development instead of opportunities, top management
involvement instead of top management investment, and production process
integration instead of dispersed production processes.

The context of resource formation is the playing field in which the
company meets its sector. As indicated before, in both the steel and the
aluminium sector there are two survival paths: the integrated mill and the
minimill. In both operations Hoogovens moves on the integrated mill path
which among other things includes high capital investment and large volumes
due to economies of scale. Consequently, in many ways the playing fields of
aluminium and steel are comparable and experience in the steel sector can be
transferred to the aluminium sector and vice versa. Recently, as mentioned
before, Hoogovens started to transfer its steel experience to its aluminium
operation. The fact that these two sectors are in many ways comparable make
the aforementioned firm-emanating differences between steel and aluminium
resource formation more interesting.
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3.2 COMPARISON ACROSS TIME
Besides appearing in a different time-period, the resource formation

processes of Hoogovens also appear in a different time spirit and contextual
circumstances. A comparison across time will provide insights into the influence
of these changing circumstances on resource formation. Interestingly, an
enabling sector is not a prerequisite nor a guarantee for important resource
formation episodes. The most important resource-destroying discontinuities, for
example, take place in the midst of difficult social, economic and political
circumstances. Apart from continuous casting, these continuities took place in a
period of commitment to one activity, of making the best of the little that was
available to the company. This is not to say that the latter conditions are
prerequisite, but it does highlight the fact that limiting conditions do not have to
prevent a company from endorsing resource moves during limiting conditions.

During the first period (1918-1930) Hoogovens became a highly-
effective small supplier of iron utilising by-products of this process. With the
incessantly transformative intent typical of entrepreneur, Hoogovens met an
almost equally incessant limiting sector. In being confronted by sector-blocked
ability, Hoogovens moved along a convergent path of resource formation. This
means that there were almost no alternatives to “acting otherwise” than the
well-defined sector survival path, although Hoogovens did try to do that. In
those days this meant producing iron with preparation plants and a blast
furnace. To survive in the European iron and steel sector Hoogovens needed
downstream activities (so-called “captive users”) and export abiding
circumstances in Europe. Both necessities were unavailable to Hoogovens. In
spite of this all, Hoogovens managed to survive by efficient production of iron
and utilising by-products.

The circumstances of the first period continued during the next period
(1930-1945) and with a short period of more possibilities a time of war was
ushered in (sector-forced ability) leading to an inertial path of resource
formation. In these days, there were no possibilities, even for an incessantly
transformative Hoogovens, to act defiantly from the sector.

After the war, a period of firm-released ability became apparent because
of an enabling sector and a zeal for reconstruction at Hoogovens. The
consequent reorientation path of resource formation at Hoogovens created a
fast growing fully-fledged integrated steel mill in addition to oxygen steel
resources, casting resources and hot & cold rolling resources. It is interesting to
note that it was not until this reorientation path that Hoogovens iron resources
and steel resources showed up well. Although the 1960s followed along a
reorientation path of resource formation as well, Hoogovens lost its momentum
as if it were satisfied. Its well-pruned competence of steel technology was
watered down although a very modern steel strip mill was built. During the
1970s Hoogovens’ change in attitude of the 1960s became visible in its
behaviour. Although the 1970s were comparable to the harsh conditions of the
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1920s and 1930s, Hoogovens’ intent declined to that of a helpless company
“developing” along an inertial path of resource formation. However,
Hoogovens was not alone in this attitude. It seemed that all the steel companies
in Europe had lost their way while Japanese and Korean steel companies had
confronted the harsh conditions they had to face with incessant transformative
intent.

During the 1980s and 1990s Hoogovens still had to face difficult and
limiting conditions, but its attitude changed remarkably. Moving in between
firm-released ability (1981-1989), firm-abandoned ability (1989-1991), sector
enforced ability (1992) and firm-released ability again, Hoogovens regained its
posture of an incessantly transformative intent. Today, Hoogovens is as strong
as it was in the early 1960s.

FIGURE 6-12 KONINKLIJKE HOOGOVENS THROUGH TIME
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However, what can be learnt by comparing the aforementioned periods
apart from the notion that times do change? One positive conclusion to be made
from all analyses of the steel and aluminium sector in general and Hoogovens
in particular is that in spite of sector conditions firms always have a possibility
to act otherwise. That is, firm always have resource impacting choices to make.
The fact that firms sometimes do not do this is mostly due to cognitive and
material limitations at the level of the firm. Cognitive limitations were evident
during the time of the continuous casting innovation when Hoogovens was not
able to move before it was forced to. This period also supplies evidence of
material limitations since Hoogovens just built a new slabbing mill preventing it
to move into continuous casting. However, otherwise - even in very limiting
periods as the 1920s or 1940-45  - Hoogovens did demonstrated impacting
choices.

Based on the discussion in chapters 5 and 6 concerning resource
destroying discontinuities and resource enhancing discontinuities it is safe to
conclude that the longer the time period of resource enhancing discontinuities
only the more difficult it becomes for a steel company to remain a global
competitor. For example, today it becomes ever more difficult for a European
steel company like Hoogovens to compete on hot rolling strip because due to
the absence of resource destroying discontinuities any (steel) company in the
world can produce it on an acceptable quality level. In other words, the limits of
incrementalism are in sight and contextual elements like labour costs, etc. start
to determine “leadership” in the sector. Speaking of lessons of history, the
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only way for a western steel company to survive in this arena is to break
through existing boundaries. This is currently happening by way of the CCF on
the level of iron resources combined with steel resources and by way of
advanced thin slab casting on the level of casting resources and rolling
resources. Resource destroying discontinuities used to be a way to lead in the
steel sector, more and more it seems to become the only way to survive in the
steel sector. For Hoogovens as a steel and aluminium company the ideal of
supplying the best of both metals is now within reach. The difficult “what’s-
next” question has to be answered by Hoogovens’ management. The lessons of
the 60s, however, will hopefully be applied.

4. CONCLUSIONS

At the start of this chapter it was suggested that at the end of the day we
want to understand the coming into being of our resources better. This better
understanding is found in the interaction between a firm and its sector
concerning resource-formation processes. The basic reason (or vision) why a
resource should be created turned out to be important. Also, difficult
circumstances and failure while developing resources - and surviving amidst
these circumstances - create resources that are otherwise hard to learn in a
company. It was concluded that resource formation-wise building is better than
buying; long-term development is better than opportunism; top management
development better than top management initiation; and single location is better
than multiple location. Important insights coming from Hoogovens resource
formation over time is how to behave in a (limiting) sector. Both the steel and
the aluminium sector are highly cyclical. Being at the beck and call of sectoral
circumstances is not the way to go comparing the two periods Hoogovens had
to face harsh conditions. It is here that the introductory quote of George
Bernard Shaw provides insight: “The reasonable man adapts himself to the
world: the unreasonable one persists in trying to adapt the world to himself.
Therefore all progress depends on the unreasonable man.” The unreasonable
man stands for a firm with an incessant transformative intent facing the sector
irrelevant of its nature. Even when a sector is enabling a firm still has to be
transformative in its intent. In the 1960s Hoogovens became steadily less
transformative and, in spite of its high technology standards, lost momentum
because it lost vision of what to do next. In line with the sector logic of those
days - instead of going against it - Hoogovens started watering down its
resources whereas it should have enhanced or even replaced them. Replacing
important resources for yet unknown new generation resources is without doubt
one of the most difficult challenges a company has to face.


